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A MESSAGE

FROM THE

BOARD

O

ur last meeting subject has sparked more debate than any
we’ve ever had. No surprise. In speaking with other Board
members, we expected negative comments, and we did get
some. However, we also got positives, and in fact, in the election
on the subject, the members voted “Yes.” Why can we say this?
Because you get to vote with your legs, and the last time we had
this many members sit through a meeting and ask so many questions, it was tool repairman Peter Profeta at the front. So clearly,
we have a membership with lots of sore backs.
A reasonable question is, “Why a chiropractor and not something
directly woodworking based?” And the answer is again: The membership. We do ask to write in subjects you want to have discussed
at the meetings, and we always ask if members are willing to join
the programming committee. Resounding silence has been the
response.
We are well aware that the nature of the Long Island
Woodworkers has changed. As a Board, we have helped to set this
in motion. Once we established the SIGs (Special Interest Groups),
which have all been an overwhelming success, the need for a
monthly meeting to deal with a specific topic has diminished,
because a specific topic relating to your actual interest are best
dealt with at the SIGs. We again ask if any member wishes to join
the Program Committee (this time capitalized, on purpose). There
really is such a committee. It not only gets the speakers for the
monthly meetings, it coordinates for the Toys for Tots, and all the
trips we take.
We do have a few “regulars” built into our meeting schedule: The
picnic is always in June, Round Robins are always in January and
July (when weather-related attendance is usually the lowest), and
Toys for Tots is always in December. A word about the Round
Robins: We really want (and need) new members and old members
who don’t usually present, to do so. The Round Robin is not only
a forum to show off what you or your SIG has learned, but a way
to get help. Bring in a project you are having trouble with. Last
year, one member needed help with a bookcase, and he got it. If
there is one thing we can all do, it’s gather together, share knowledge and kibitz the daylights out of a project. The amount of information that is exchanged can be considerable. That one bookcase
project led to an hour long exchange on layout, routing, proper bit
use, router safety, measuring techniques, and a lot more (quick,
how many ways can you join a plywood bookcase together? They
were ALL discussed).
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So please, approach any Board member at the meeting or post it on the website. We WANT you involved.
We do plan to have some more weekend “clinics” where a well known woodworker will run workshops; the
Saratoga trip had 33 people come up this year (and we met at least 15 more members who came up on their
own). Here are ways you can get involved (and it’s all fun):
1. Volunteer for the show. There are lots of ways you can do it, from working a desk, to walking around, to
carrying in, to taking down, and everything in between.
2. Help to coordinate a weekend workshop, it might be as simple as helping the speaker bring stuff in, or
help him/her prep (imagine how much you can learn by just watching someone like Garrett Hack).
3. Present at a round robin (and if you don’t know something, bring it in, you will be amazed how much
you know, or how much you can learn).
4. Enter the plane shaving contest when we have it. It’s fun, loads of fun. It’s NOT a sharpening competition. Well, yes it is, but considering the prizes are all in fun, you never know what you will win.
5. Join the Program Committee. Much of it is done by email, and maybe a get together (which can be at someone’s house, a diner, or however it’s coordinated). We are NOT a formal bunch here.
It’s everyone’s Long Island Woodworkers. Let’s all make it even better.

Dr. Alan Kaplan, a chiropractor with 26
years experience, gave a seminar
“Prevention is key,” how little changes
will improve your health over time. If
you want to get in touch with him, his
practice is in Commack.
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BARRY SALTSBERG

LI CABINETMAKERS

T

he March 11 meeting was convened at 7:25 by President Bob Schendorf. Bob asked for a treasurer’s
report, which was provided by Treasurer Gary Goldberg. Gary noted that the funds are in a checking account that ought to have a second signatory. After some discussion, it was decided that the second signatory would be Secretary Barry Saltsberg
It was noted that some members do not have name tags. Joe Hopke will make up tags for those members.
Bob announced that there will be a club bus to the NE Woodworkers Showcase in Saratoga, and Bob Urso
provided the information on cost, provisions and meeting places.
New members present were Joel Rakower, a turner who wants to expand his horizons; Robert Schaller and
Don Daley. Note that Don is Bob’s shop foreman and provided the great demo for the February meeting
on the making of cabriole legs. We also had a prospective member: Jim Metcalf.
Jerry Romeo of Exotic Woods in East Northport came to tell us about his business and the 15% discount he
gives members of LIW. He is located on Larkfield Rd just north of Cedar Rd, and has an amazing selection
of exotics mostly in turning stock, but also some board stock
SHOW & TELL
Jim Hennenfield showed a Krenovian wall cabinet in bobinga with a book matched spalted beech door panel
and spalted beech drawer fronts, with a finish of wipe-on oil base polyurethane.
Nate Lanzalotta showed a tic tac toe board and X’s and O’s that he made for his grand daughter.
Steve Price showed one of his amazing Duesenbergs, made of 9 different woods.
.
The Chpater Challenge was bird houses. Members participating were Bob Schendorf, Steve Price, Frank
Pace, Rich Bloehm, Jim Hennenfield, Roger Ehrler, Nate Lanzalotta, Harry Slutter, Rob DeMarco and Ben
Nawrath.
The weekend seminar will be on chair making. It will address design, detailing and joinery; presenter and
date to be determined.
The Moxon vice seminar will be on Sunday, March 23rd at Bob & Harry’s place (257 Broadway, Huntington)
from 8:30 to about 3:30. Harry will have some maple available for sale. Participants should research and procure hardware in advance, or a wood threading kit will be available for purists who want to make it the way
Mr. Moxon did back then.
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2014 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Complete this application by clearly printing the information requested in the spaces below, and returning this
form, along with your check in the amount of $35.00 to:
Joe Bottigliere
1238 Church Street
Bohemia, NY 11716
Checks should be made out to the Long Island Woodworkers
NAME:__________________________________________________
Address:__________________________________________________
City:___________________________State:_______________ZipCode:_____________
Telephone:__________________________________________________
E Mail Address:_____________________________________________
Alternate Telephone:______________________________________
Primary woodworking interest:________________________________________________________
Other woodworking related interests:___________________________________________________
How would you rate your skill level:____________________________________________________
What would you hope to gain from the club:______________________________________________
COMMENTS, SUGESTIONS, EXPECTATIONS:
_________________________________________________________________________________
SIGS - $25 first two; $15 third; $10 fourth:
CABINETMAKERS: ____________
CARVERS: __________________
SCROLLERS: _________________
TURNERS: ___________________
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JOE REARDON

LISA

Scrollers meeting 3//20/2014 Charlie Felsen called the meeting together by wishing everyone a “Happy
Spring”.
NEW MEMBERS
Bill Kopa and Gary Time dropped by to see what it’s all about. They saw the meeting advertised on the
Internet.
MEMBERSHIP
Charlie received an updated membership list form Joe B. We have 26 paid members. Kim corrected him,
27 members are paid up
OLD BUSINESS
Charlie reminded everyone that the main club is offering a bus on Saturday 3/29 up to Totally Turning
show at Saratoga Springs for $50 which includes admission. You will be gone from about 6am till 11pm.
Gabe gave a report on the Fox Chapel Show May 9 & 10. He went on line to find out information about
the show. They (Fox) were not very helpful.
No decision was made on the collaborative that we offer as a Raffle at the fall show.
NEW

AT THE

STORE

Bob showed some new pen blanks.
NEW BUSINESS
A motion was made that we reimburse presenters the cost of any handouts. It passed.
Charlie reminded everyone that the Chapter Challenge for next month was “Spring”.
The Chapter Challenge for June is “Bird Houses”, August is a Trivet or coaster and for October
“Halloween”.
Presentations in the works: We need the projector for April as Iris is going to show a DVD from Judy
Gale on how to make Intarsia of a Raccoon (based on the class she took).
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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Jean gave a report on obtaining patterns form Kathy Wise for beginners on Intarsia and we could obtain
the wood to make our own kits as the kits from Kathy cost $23
SHOW & TELL
Chuck - a Puzzle Tree
Al - A Carol Rothman design
Ed - A Sign based on Star Wars film in which Yoha said, “ Do or Not , There is no Try”
Barbara - a Fish Puzzle
Bob asked for ideas on why his Amish Buggy Intarsia warped
RAFFLE Won by Iris
CHAPTER CHALLENGE RAFFLE
Ed had a visitor draw the first name for a $40 gift for Chapter Challenge
Richard Z won, $20 won by John Hons and $20 won by Charlie Felsen.
PRESENTATION
Joe showed how he made a Carol Rothman bow.
Charlie Felsen gave us a pattern of a 3D bow and showed us how to cut it out., Most of us took a turn on
the club scroll machine to cut a 3D bow.
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THE BURN BARREL

BOB SCHENDORF

“T HE C HAIR ”
From Sid Webster’s dictionary: Chair (noun) 1. A comfortable place in which to put your ass. 2.
No really, that’s it, a comfortable place to put your ass.
“Pa, where do chairs come from?” asked the wide eyed, freckled faced boy brimming with innocence.
“Well son that’s a tough one,” his father began as he removed his pipe from inside his jacket and
lit it with a match. “Some say they are made by magical elves with Austrian accents, deep in a forest in Europe. Others say that they are built by fairies. “He blew a couple of smoke rings and considered his next response carefully. “But me, I believe, that great and wondrous birds bring chairs
to all of the good little girls and boys in the middle of the night, after they have said their prayers
of course. Now run along Champ and brush your teeth and get into bed!”
The chair. Oh my God, is there any subject in the world of woodworking that is enshrouded in
more mystery or causes more anxiety? Probably not.
Every three or four months, a club member will work up the nerve, gather all of his courage, raise
his hand and state meekly; “I’d like to learn how to build a chair.” Now, I’m pretty up to date on
my conspiracies, I know what the Government, the commies, the furniture police and the
Martians are up to, but I have yet to figure out what happens to members when they dare to mutter the word ; “chair”. They disappear in the middle of the night, never to be seen again! Heck,
their wives don’t even bother looking for them! Well, that may be for other reasons, but the point
is; they are gone, man!
So for today only I am going to give you all a free peak at my fool proof four step system for
building chairs. After the sneak peak, I will make available to all of you the rest of my proven system for only $29.95. And since we are all friends here, we will use the honor system, if you read
beyond the sneak peak, please forward me $29.95. Hurry, operators are standing by.
Sneak peak: Here’s what “they” don’t want you to know! A chair is a piece of furniture! Most
often made of wood! You are a woodworker, go figure the friggin’ thing out!
Now here is my proven four step system;
Find a chair. Better that it’s one that you find comfortable.
Get a big ass piece of paper, a clean panel or piece of cardboard, place it behind said chair and trace
the seat line, the back rest line and the back leg line.
Now that you have all of the pertinent information and angles for a chair that feels comfortable
to you, fill in the lines to the dimensions that you find pleasing. Work off those lines and see what
kind of design you can come up with. And then;
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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Build the friggin’ thing! You’re a woodworker, you now have a full scale drawing in front of you
(which you never thought you could do) look at it, think about it. Where ever two pieces cross,
there will be a joint. Pick a technique that you think will work best and is within your skill level,
and do it. (“Ooohhh but Bob, there are pieces that don’t intersect at ninety degrees, what do I do
now”) You go to your tool box and take out your bevel gauge. It’s the one you knew you had to
buy, although you weren’t quite sure why. My two both have cheap plastic handles. Yours probably has a rosewood and/ or brass handle, yeah, that’s it, the one with the rust on the blade, the
one you pretend is a six shooter when no one is around. You lay it on your drawing, line the
blade up with one edge of the angle, and the handle with the other, and there you have it. You
can now take the gauge to your miter gauge or your chop saw and figure out what your angles are!
Will that be cash or charge?
AND, because I’m so fond of all of you I’m going to throw in my bonus secret, absolutely free!
(Just pay shipping and handling)
Your first attempt at building a chair is going to be a dismal failure or just suck in general.
But don’t let that discourage you. Learn from what went wrong and do another one. Take some
two by material, or some other stuff you have sitting around your shop, mill it nice and do it
again. It’s like anything else in woodworking. Success has to be earned. You’re not going to get
into the magazines the first time out. Sorry, but it just ain’t happening. If your second attempt
comes out decently, throw a coat of paint on it and give it to some young kid whose living in a
dorm or their first place. You’ll be a hero, and there won’t be any tears when it breaks and goes
in the garbage.
Truth is, at least in my little world, is that the chair is a very utilitarian, and yet rarely attractive
piece of furniture. Chances are you are not going to reinvent the mousetrap when you finally
work up the courage to take it on.
There are several constants in chair building, but for the most part, you don’t have to climb a
mountain in the Himalayas, to find out how to make one. It’s more straight forward than the
powers that be would have you believe.
I have built several chairs that are beautiful, but not really comfortable. I have built one chair, all
wood, no upholstery, that is crazy comfortable but ugly as sin. My wife would throw it out in a
heartbeat, if I let her.
And therein lies the challenge. To make something attractive, comfortable and mechanically
sound. The only way to do it is; to do it. Get the experience, learn from the failures, put in the
bloody shop time to figure it out.
Now, I should have addressed this earlier, but it would have thrown off my comedic timing; if
your interest is in building period pieces with traditional techniques and tools, that’s a horse of a
different color.
If learning how to build a chair like they did back in the day is your thing, well yes, there are
plenty of schools and courses to teach you that. (In fact according to a friend of mine there is a
whole state dedicated to traditional chair building, just north of New York)
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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And while you’re waiting for your wife to give in and take on a second job, and maybe take in
some of the neighbor’s laundry so you can afford to attend one of these courses, you can always
shop the flea markets and thrift stores looking for an old, bad knock off of a traditional chair, take
it back to your shop and start studying it. Combined with a little book research, you may be able
to make some progress on your own.
Now, if you’re like me, and tend to build and design more contemporary stuff, (because, let’s face
it. We contemporary folks are much deeper and enlightened, and quite frankly more evolved then
normal human beings…) first, get over yourself. If you’re really like me, you lack the patience and
attention span to actually build reproduction pieces. I don’t want to get that involved in a personal relationship let alone a woodworking project!
Second, again, you’re probably not going to reinvent the wheel. That’s all I’ve got.
Although, there are some woodworkers who dedicate all of their efforts in pursuit of building the
perfect chair, and I have a lot of respect for them, I truly appreciate some of their work, and wish
them success. The fact is that chances are if you build one chair you will have to build a set, and
few consumers have the funds or the interest in a set of handmade chairs, nor do many woodworkers have the ambition to build the same project over and over, four to eight times.
BUT. In my opinion, which of course is never wrong, and I can prove it because I have a monthly column in a club’s newsletter which is available on the internet, and if it’s on the internet then
it has to be true, if someone considers them self a woodworker, no, a cabinet maker, or even better, a furniture maker, than that person should be able to at least build the most rudimentary
chair.
From the tree stump, to the Windsor chair, to a Maloof rocker, it’s pretty much all been done.
Again, there are certain constants and some geometry (Ah, my mortal enemy shows himself
again!), and the joinery can get quite involved, but nothing as insurmountable as trying to put a
man on the moon. In the end, it ain’t brain surgery, it’s just woodworking.
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TURNER’S GUILD

JEAN PIOTROWSKI

he meeting was called to order by Steve Fulgoni.

T

He opened by talking about the Woodworking Show in Saratoga the weekend of March 29th and Totally
Turning. There are several members going for the weekend to attend Totally Turning and some that will be
going on the bus for one day only. The bus still has seats available at $50.00 per person, which includes admission to the trade show.
The AAW National Symposium is being held in Phoenix this year June 13-15. Steve will be attending. There
are a few members who are considering attending as well. The AAW website has all of the symposium
details.
Dues are for 2014 are now due and payable to Joe Bottigliere. In order to be a member, in good standing,
you will need to pay dues to the Long Island Woodworkers as well as the Woodturners Guild.
There were 3 new members in attendance, Rich, who is a beginner turner, another Rich from Mastic and
Norman from Nesconset.
The Morgan Center will be holding their annual charity auction at the end of March. Donations are being
accepted and can be given to Mike Luciano. You can donate something you made or cash. The Morgan
Center is a school for children with cancer who cannot attend public schools.
In June, it will be one year since the Woodturners have rented studio space with the Huntington Art League.
Meetings are the first Monday and last Wednesday of each month. Everyone is encouraged to come down
and be part of the experience. The studio space is available from 7 – 10 pm. Any member of the LIWW is
welcome to join. The cost per session is $10 or $120 for the year (twice a month). This has been a wonderful opportunity to collaborate with each other and other artists at the Art League. Steve may be teaching a
class on Woodturning in the future.
In addition to the Hurricane Turning Tools, Steve now has available CBN wheels for the grinder. The cost
to members is $125, retail price is $190.
Hugh White has inquired about the “Pens for Troops” project. He would be willing to get additional information and coordinate the project. This is where members turn pens and they are sent to the troops overseas.
Anyone who has not yet done so should visit the new LIWW website. It is new and improved. Steve would
like to post club news on the site.
For Show & Tell/Chapter Challenge: Ed P made some ice cream scoops from Ipe and finished them with
Formby’s.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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Jean P made 2 small bowls. The bowls were part of the donated rough turned bowls donated to the LI
Woodturners by Bob Brady’s family. Both bowls were decorated with the same design, one woodburned and
one done it ink. They were finished with a spray lacquer.
Bob also had some Bob Brady bowls, one each in Cherry, Apple and 2 small burls bowls. He also made a
box on his new lathe and finished a platter with wood given to him by Hal Usher.
Joe P had a play date with Bob and made a Natural Edge Bowl from and unknown wood.
Charlie made a White Birch Bowl.
Marty had a nice piece of Ash Bowl and a Walnut vessel with voids filled with Malachite.
We finally had the drawing for the Chapter Challenge raffle from last year. There were 3 gift certificates
given out – one for $60 and two for $20.
There were 3 club raffle prizes drawn tonight. One of the prizes was a bundle of Cocobola pen blanks donated by Hugh White.
Tonights guest demonstrator was Ed Moloney who showed us how to turn a 3 corner box.
The project starts with a cube, it must be as square as possible. It is started between centers, nothing in the
headstock and a live center with the pin removed. Mount is corner to corner to create a plane with 3 corners.
Cut from the center down leaving 3 corners and create a tenon on the bottom. Reverse the piece and mount
in a chuck. Be sure to tighten the jaws well and bring up the tail stock to start.
Create a dome shap on the top of the piece. Be very aware of the corners while the piece is turning. They
will hurt if they hit your hands.
Then, using a Forstner bit, drill the center to begin hollowing. Ed recommends Freud brand Forstner bits,
available at Home Depot for about $25.
Using your desired hollowing tool begin hollowing out the center of the piece. The end result is an unusual, and interesting, 3 corner box.
Thanks for the demo Ed!
Watch the website for next months meeting topic and chapter challenge.
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The Marketplace
Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/
Rikon 14" Deluxe Bandsaw Model 10-325 with mobile base and extra blades. Would cost
$1200 if new. Asking $550 but will be flexible for club members.
Adam Fisher Stony Brook, NY adamdfisher@optonline.net 631.751.6606
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